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IDVN’s international trade and customs practice

has broad expertise covering anti-dumping,

investigations, and counter-vailing duties.

Dispute boutique IDVN Lawyers is best known

for its domestic and international dispute

settlement and arbitration. The firm regularly

handles commercial and investment disputes

across all areas.

Litigation star for Viet Nam in International Arbitration

IDVN Lawyers has a first-rate reputation in

international trade and customs-related matters,

where it acts for both public and private bodies

Nguyen Thi Phuong Thao is an

expert in anti-dumping, anti-

subsidy and safeguard issues,

among other areas. She jointly

leads the team with managing

partner and fellow trade specialist

Dinh Anh Tuyet.

https://www.legal500.com/firms/235736-idvn-lawyers/235162-hanoi-vietnam/


About Us
Founded in 2003, throughout 20 years of development and cooperation,

IDVN has received the trust of the Government and leading enterprises in

Vietnam as well as law firms, multinational corporations, organizations

and foreign governments.

Our practices focusing on the following areas:

(i) International Trade & Customs

(ii) Corporate, Investment and M&A; Investment and development of

projects in real estate, communication, mining, industrial production

and distribution of trade and services

(iii) Dispute Resolutions: Litigation, Arbitration & Mediation

(iv) Antitrust & Competition

We regularly advise individuals and corporations in relation to various

aspects of Vietnamese and international law. We have a broad portfolio of

local and foreign clients from both the private and public sectors, including

not only Governments, state-owned entities and multinational

corporations, but also individual investors and small and medium

enterprises. IDVN’s clients include the Government of Vietnam, Royal Thai

Government, ASEAN National Community, People's Committee of Ho Chi

Minh City, Minh Phu Seafood Corporation, The Vissai, Vingroup, Khanh Vinh

Group, An Vien Group, Samsung C&T, Keppel Land (a company under the

Singapore Government), the world's leading steel, liquid sugar, fiber, and

tire manufacturers. We also cooperate with many leading law firms in the

US (Morris, Manning & Martin LLP, Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Molse LLP,

Sidley Austin, Steptoe and Johnson, ...) Europe, Australia and Singapore.
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IDVN has always supported and accompanied long-time clients in business
consulting, investment consulting on production projects, real estate, retail
and media services, M&A, as well as other significant trade and investment
disputes. IDVN’s seasoned attorney also advise and represent domestic and
foreign clients in shareholder disputes, banking-related disputes before
Court, international trade and investment dispute in domestic and
international arbitration. Our services always meet international standards
in terms of professionalism and comprehensiveness, with the goal of
achieving the best result for our clients, even exceeding our customers'
expectations. With a flexible organization and arrangement, we can assign
attorneys with different seniority levels, cooperate with international
consulting firms and lawyers to ensure that the services provided are
matching with each client’s specific need with the most reasonable cost.

We employ professional lawyers trained in Viet Nam and abroad, who are
fluent in foreign languages, highly appreciated by the clients for their
professionalism, diligence and wealth of experience in resolving intricate
legal issues with in-depth knowledge in each field. Furthermore, we employ
trade analysts with strong backgrounds in accounting and data analysis
who can provide key technical and economical input.

IDVN’s capabilities and reach are not limited to Vietnam. Over the past two
decades, we have built long-term partnerships with some of the world’s
leading international law firms, including Morris, Manning & Martin LLP
(USA), Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP (USA), and Van Bael & Bellis
(EU), as well as several Australian, Singapore and other firms around the
world.
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LEGAL SYSTEM

ISSUING BODY LEGAL INSTRUMENT

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ‣ Constitution
‣ Laws (including Codes and Laws)
‣ Resolutions

STANDING COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY ‣ Ordinances and resolutions

STATE PRESIDENT ‣ Orders and Decisions

GOVERNMENT ‣ Decrees

THE PRIME MINISTER ‣ Decisions

MINISTERS AND HEADS OF MINISTERIAL
(Level Agencies)

‣ Circulars and Joint Circulars

COUNCIL OF THE SUPREME PEOPLE’S COURT ‣ Resolutions

CHIEF JUSTICE
(The Supreme People’s Court)

CHIEF PROCURATOR
(The Supreme People’s Procuracy)

‣ Circulars and Joint Circulars

STATE AUDITOR GENERAL ‣ Decisions

PEOPLE’S COUNCILS AND PEOPLE’S COMMITTEES ‣ Resolutions and Decisions

Under the legal system of Vietnam, legal instrument are
organized in the following hierarchy:

1.1.
Legal Instruments

6
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1.3.
Key Legal 
Instrument Rules

Key legal instrument rules for the investment activities in
Vietnam:
‣ Vietnam’s commitment in WTO, CPTPP, EU, BIT (Singapore,

China, Thailand, Cambodia…):
‣ Law on Investment 2020 (took effect from January 01,2021);
‣ Law on Enterprise 2020 (took effect from January 01,2021);
‣ Law on Securities (took effect from January 01,2021);
‣ Law on Public - Private Partnership Investment (took effect

from January 01, 2021);
‣ Competition Law (took effect from July 1,2018);
‣ Labor Code (took effect from January 1,2021);
‣ Commercial Law (took effect from January 1,2006).

1.2.
International 
Treaties

Vietnam is currently the signatory of several investment
treaties such as:
‣ WTO
‣ ASEAN
‣ Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific

Partnership (CPTPP)
‣ European-Vietnam (EVFTA)
‣ Vietnam-Korea FTA
‣ Vietnam-Japan FTA,
‣ Vietnam-USA BTA, etc…
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FOREIGN
INVESTMENTS

Foreign investors have various choices in carrying out
investment in Vietnam, as follows:
‣Establishing a new enterprise;
‣Contributing capital or purchasing shares/ stakes to an

existing enterprise;
‣Setting up a branch or a representative office;
‣Business Cooperation Contracts;
‣Public-Private Partnership Contracts (PPP Contracts);
‣Other new forms of investment and types of economic

organization are provided by Government’s regulations.

Before making decision of choosing the structure of its
investment in Vietnam, foreign investors need to consider
other factors such as:
‣Foreign ownership restrictions in the relevant investment

sector;
‣The scope and nature of the proposed investment and

business activities, and the related licensing requirements;
‣Requirement of local partner involving; and
‣Tax implications of the available structures.

Forms of Foreign 
Investments

This Guideline introduces two typical forms of investment in 
Vietnam:
(i) Establishing a new enterprise, and
(ii)Contributing Capital/ Purchasing Shares/Stakes to an 

existing enterprise.
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STEP 1 - OBTAINING THE IN-PRINCIPLE APPROVAL (if required)

Required for Relevant Authorities Required time

Depending on project nature
and scope of the investment
project.
E.g.: projects that have
significant effects on the
environment or potentially
have seriously affect the
environment.

1. National Assembly;
2. Prime Minister;
3. Provincial People’s
Committee; or
4. Management boards of
industrial parks, export-
processing zones, hi-tech
zones and special economic
zones.

Depends on the approval
procedure for each
competent authorities.

(i) Establishing a new enterprise

STEP 2 - OBTAINING AN INVESTMENT REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE (IRC)

Required for Relevant Authorities Required time

1. Investment projects of
foreign investors; or
2. Investment projects of
economic organizations: 1
(a) where foreign investors
hold 50% or more of the
charter capital;
(b) where economic
organizations mentioned in
item (a) above hold 50% or
more of the charter capital;

or
(c) where foreign investors
and economic organizations
mentioned in item (a) above
hold 50% or more of the
charter capital.

1. Competent provincial
Department of Planning and
Investment (DPI); or
2. The management board of
industrial parks, export
processing zones, hi-tech
zones and economic zones.

At least 15 days, depending
on the nature and
complexity of the project.

STEP 3 - OBTAINING AN ENTERPRISE REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE (ERC)

Required for Relevant Authorities Required time

After obtaining the IRC, the
investor must apply to
obtain an ERC to establish
an economic organization.

Competent provincial
Business Registration Office.

03 business days

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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Two main forms of enterprises under the 2020 Law on
Enterprises are popularly established by foreign investors:
The economic organization may be a Limited Liability
Company (LLC) or a Joint - Stock Company (JSC). Each form
has its own characteristics as follows:

Forms of 
Enterprises

LLC JSC

Key features 2 types:
‣Single-Member
‣Multi-Member (2 - 50 
members)

‣Must have at least 3 
shareholders (no upper limit)
‣May increasing charter capital by:
(i) Offering of shares to existing 
shareholders, 
(ii) Private placement of shares 
(offering to <100 investors or 
professional securities investors 
only), 
(iii) Public offering of shares 
(offering to > 100 investors)

Charter Capital ‣Time limit for 
contribution: 90 days
from the date of ERC 
issuance
‣Possible to increase or 
reduce charter capital

‣Ordinary shares
‣Preferred shares (voting, 
dividends, redeemable or others 
as stipulated by company charter 
and law on securities)
‣Time limit to contribute capital 
for subscribed shares: 90 days
from the date of ERC issuance

Legal Representative ‣01 or more legal 
representative
‣At least 01 legal 
representative must 
reside in Vietnam

‣May have 1 or more legal 
representative

‣At least 1 representative must 
reside in Vietnam

Organizational ‣Single-Member being 
an organization: (i) 
President of Company, 
Director/General 
Director; or (ii) Board of 
Members, 
Director/General 
Director
‣Multi-Member: 
Board of Members, 
President of Board of 
Members, General 
Director/Director

Ratifying Resolutions of General 
Meeting of Shareholders: 
‣≥65% total number of votes for 
resolution on the types of 
shares and the total number of 
each type; change lines of 
business; change of the 
company's organizational 
structure; investment projects 
or asset sales with a value of 
≥35% of the total value of the 
company's assets; 
reorganization or dissolution of 
the company; other issues in 
accordance with the charter;
‣Others resolution: > 50%

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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Investment Treaties Circumstances where foreign investors must register capital
contribution or purchase of shares/stakes with the competent
DPI (popularly known as "M&A Approval") before the change of
members or shareholders:

(ii) Investing through capital contributions or shares/stakes purchase

INCREASE OF FOREIGN OWNERSHIP 
RATION

From ≤ 50% to >50%; or where 
foreign investors already own 

>50% 

In a business entity operating in 
conditional business sectors

AFFECTING OF NATIONAL SECURITY

Where the transaction involves a 
business entity holding land-use 

rights certificates for plots 
located on islands, in a border or 

coastal area, or in an area that 
affects national defense and 

security

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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COMPETITION AND
MERGER CONTROL

On 12 June 2018, a new Competition Law has been ratified by
the National Assembly of Vietnam and takes effect from 01 July
2019 ("LOC") that drives the competition legal framework to a
more effects-based approach. Especially, Decree No.
35/2020/ND-CP ("Decree 35") which has been ratified by the
Government on 24 March 2020 that takes effect from 15 May
2020, has created a compulsory notification procedure that
participants to transactions including merger, consolidation,
acquisition, joint venture, as well as offshore transaction that
subject to notification thresholds must carefully consider to
comply with before participating in such transactions due to a
fine up to 5% of total turnover of each participant on relevant
market in preceding fiscal year shall be imposed on violated
participants. Decree 35 has clarified some important criteria
related to Merger Control including:

3.1.
Thresholds for 
notification of 
economic 
concentration

Decree 35 provided different thresholds for enterprises in
different industries planning to participate in an economic
concentration transaction. Merger filing is required for all
forms of economic concentration (including consolidation,
merger, acquisition, joint venture) when any of the following
thresholds are met (within the Vietnamese market):
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3.2.
Thresholds for 
approval of 
economic 
concentration or 
"Safe Harbours”

Decree 35 indicates levels of thresholds for an economic
concentration to be approved.

When any of the thresholds are met, merger clearance is
granted. The tools Vietnamese merger controlling regulations
use to appraise the competition-restraining impact of an
economic concentration transaction are combined market
share, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI - total market share
squares after the merger), and delta HHI (Delta HHI -increase
in the total market share squares before and after the
merger), details as below:

TYPES OF MERGER APPROVAL THRESHOLDS

HORIZONTAL MERGERS

Combined market shares < 20%; OR

Combined market shares > 20%, and HHI < 1800; OR

Combined market shares > 20%, and HHI > 1800;

and Delta HHI < 100

VERTICAL MERGERS Combined market shares < 20%.

Criterium

Thresholds

Credit 
institutions

Insurance
enterprises

Securities
enterprises

Other sectors

TOTAL ASSETS IN VIETNAM

20%
of total assets 

of all credit 
institutions

VND 15,000 bil
USD 650 mil

VND 3,000 bil
USD 130 mil

TOTAL SALES TURNOVER 
OR INPUT PURCHASE 

TURNOVER IN VIETNAM

20%
of total 

turnover of all 
credit 

institutions

VND 3,000 bil
USD 130 mil

VND 10,000 bil
USD 430 mil

VND 3,000 bil
USD 130 mil

TRANSACTION VALUE 
(ONLY ONSHORE 
TRANSACTIONS)

20%
of total charter 

capital of all 
credit 

institutions

VND 3,000 bil
USD 130 mil

VND 1,000 bil
USD 43 mil

COMBINED MARKET SHARE 
IN THE RELEVANT MARKET 20% 20% 20% 20%

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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3.3.
The concept of
“Control or 
Influence”

The ‘control and influence’ criterium is explained in Article 2.1
of Decree 35. However, it is not clear enough and raises
several concerns.

To specify, an enterprise (A) is deemed to ‘control or
influence’ another enterprise (B) in any of the following cases:

1. A owns more than 50% of B’s charter capital or voting
shares;

2.A owns or has the rights to use more than 50% of B’s
assets in one or all business sectors B is dealing in;

3.Company A has one of the following rights:
a. Directly or indirectly appoint, dismiss or discharge from

the office of the majority of or all members of B’s
Board of Directors, Chairman of the Members Council,
Director or General director;

b. Decide to revise or amend B’s charter;
c. Make decisions on crucial business matters of B.

Among the listed circumstances, it is still debatable whether
veto rights (negative control) against decisions on crucial
business matters are also counted as ‘control’ or not.

3.4.
Determination and 
calculation of 
market shares

This is the most complex part in a Merger Filing dossier for
participants to prepare.

Decree 35 defines a relevant market as an inclusion of a
relevant product market and a relevant geographic market.
The relevant product market is defined as the market where
products and services are regarded as interchangeable or
substitutable in terms of their characteristics, uses and prices.
And, the relevant geographic market is defined as a specific
geographic area where available products or services are
interchangeable or substitutable under similar competition
conditions which are significantly distinguished from those
conditions existing within neighboring geographic areas.

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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LAND USE RIGHTS
AND REAL ESTATE

All land collectively belongs to the Vietnamese people, whose
ownership rights are represented by the State.

4.1.
Obtaining Land Use 
Rights

Applicable laws allow foreign-invested enterprises to obtain
Land use rights through:

‣ Being allocated by the State with land use levy to implement
investment projects for the construction of houses for sale
or for a combination of sale and lease;

‣ Leasing land from the State with annual rental payment or
one-off rental payment to implement investment projects
for:
• Agriculture, forestry, aquaculture or salt production;
• Non-agricultural business and production purpose;
• Construction of public facilities for commercial purpose;
• Implementation of investment projects on houses for

lease;
• Construction of non-business facilities;
• Construction and commercial operation of infrastructure

of industrial parks, industrial clusters and export
processing zones.

‣ Subleasing land associated with infrastructure in the
industrial parks, industrial clusters and export processing
zones.

‣ Acquiring the investment capital which is the value of land
use rights.

15



4.2.
Housing

‣ Foreign individuals, organizations investing in the project of
housing construction are allowed to own housing in
Vietnam, and only allowed to lease houses if such houses are
built on leased land.

‣ Foreign-invested enterprises, foreign individuals being
allowed to enter Vietnam are allowed to purchase, rent and
purchase, receive, inherit and own no more than 30% of
apartments in a building, or 250 separate houses in a ward
area, except areas related to national defence and security.

‣ Foreign individuals are eligible for homeownership no more
than 50 years since the date of Certificate issuance.

‣ Foreign organizations are eligible for homeownership no
more than duration as stated in the Investment Certificate
including extension duration.

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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TAXATIONS

Most business activities and investments in Vietnam will be
subject to the following taxes: (i) corporate income tax (CIT);
(ii) personal income tax (PIT); (iii) value-added tax (VAT).

In addition, there are various other taxes that may affect
business activities and investments in Vietnam such as
environment protection tax, special consumption tax or excise
tax, import and export duties, etc.

5.1.
Corporate income 
tax (CIT)

‣ The standard CIT rate is 20%.
‣ Specific activities (e.g. oil/rare resources

exploitation/extraction) can be subject to higher CIT rates
ranging from 32% and 50% depending on the nature of the
project.

‣ Preferential CIT rates of between 10% and 17% apply to
enterprises operating in certain sectors (e.g. education,
training, high-tech, health care and social housing) or
located in areas with difficult socio-economic conditions.

17



5.2.
Personal income tax 
(PIT) of Vietnamese 
and expatriate 
employees

All residents and non-residents are subject to PIT.
‣ The following criteria must be met to be considered as a

‘resident’:
• Presenting in Vietnam for 183 days or more in either the

calendar year or the period of 12 consecutive months from
the date of arrival; or

• Having a place of habitual residence in Vietnam.
‣ Regarding taxable income from business activities, salaries

of residents; the lowest PIT rate is 5% applying to the first 5
million Vietnamese dongs of monthly taxable income and
the highest rate is 35% applying to monthly taxable income
of more than 80 million Vietnamese dongs.

‣ The PIT rate for the employment income of non-residents is
20%.

‣ Regarding taxable income from business activities of non-
residents, the PIT rate is:
• 1% for goods sale;
• 5% for service provision;
• 2% for production, construction, transportation and others.

5.3.
Value-Added Tax 
(VAT)

VAT applies to goods and services used for production,
trading and consumption in Vietnam.

There are three VAT rates:
0%, 5% and 8% depending on the goods/services
sold/provided.

20%
Standard CIT rate

20%
Standard PIT rate
for non-residents

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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ACCOUNTING AND
REPORTING SYSTEM

6.1.
Accounting 
Standards

All companies operating in Vietnam are required to adopt
Vietnamese Accounting Standards (VAS), which describe in
detail the methods by which transactions are to be accounted
for.

6.2.
Financial report 
preparation

According to the Law on Independent Audit, annual financial
statements of foreign-invested entities and public interest
entities (i.e. listed entities, banks, insurance companies and
financial institutions) must be audited by an independent
auditing firm operating in Vietnam.

Financial reports include:
‣ Balance sheet;
‣ Profit and loss statement;
‣ Cash flow statement; and
‣ Explanatory notes to the financial report.

6.3.
Submission deadline

Foreign-invested entities are required to submit statutory
audited financial statements along with their CIT finalization
filled within 90 days from the end of the financial year.

Public invested entities are required to submit and publish
their half-year reviewed financial statements and year-
finalization statements within 45 days and 90 days from the
balance sheet date, respectively.
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LAW ON LABOUR 

7.1.
Labour contract

The main law regulating employment relationships and labour
contracts in Vietnam is the 2019 Labour Code that took effect
from 01 January 2021.

Types of labour contract: Labour contract must be executed in
one of the following:

Define Term Labour Contract

‣ Definite labour contract has a duration of up to 36 months from the effective date, and 
will only be executed a maximum of twice in a row.

‣ If the definite labour contract expires and the employee keeps working, a new definite 
labour contract can be executed within 30 days from the expiring date. Otherwise, after 30 
days, it will become indefinite term labour contract.

‣ With regard to employee being foreigners, they can only execute the definite labour 
contract with the term of up to 2 years.

Indefine Term Labour Contract

‣ After 2 definite term contracts, the labour contract will automatically become an 
indefinite term contract.
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7.2.
Working hours, Rest 
hours, Holidays and 
Overtime

7.3.
Insurance

In case the employee signs a labour contract with an 
indefinite term, or a definite term labour contract, the 
employee is required to participate in all kinds of insurance.

Maximum working hour

‣ 8 hrs/day (including breaks) and 48 hrs/week

Annual leaves (Paid-leave) 

‣ 12 days annual leaves; 1 additional day for every 5 years of  
employment

‣ 11 public holidays; foreign employees are additionally 
entitled to 1 day paid leave for their traditional Tet holiday 
and 1 day paid leave for their national day

‣ Other additional days off to special occasions

Overtime and Overtime 
payment 

‣Not more than 50% of normal working hour per day, or 12 
hours work/day, 40 hours overtime/month and 200 hours 
overtime/year (in some sectors 300 hours/year or with 
permission from competent authority)
‣The overtime pay is at least 150 % of actual hourly wage on 

a normal working day, at least 200 % on a weekly day off 
and at least 300 % on a public holiday or paid days off 
(exclusive of wages of public holidays and paid days off 
prescribed by the Labour Code).

TYPE OF INSURANCE EMPLOYEE EMPLOYER FOREIGN EMPLOYEE

Social Insurance 8% 17.5% 8%

Health Insurance 1.5% 3% 1.5%

Unemployment Insurance 1% 1% -

Total 10.5% 21.5% 9.5%

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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VISA ANDWORK PERMITS 

8.1.
Visa

Foreigners who enter Vietnam to work are able to obtain a 
visa for up to a maximum of two years, while foreigners who 
enter Vietnam for investment purposes are able to obtain a 
visa for up to five years.

The following visas are relevant in terms of employment and 
business activities:

FORM OF VISA TERM RECIPIENT

Business visa Up to 12 months.

Overseas Vietnamese 
Embassy / Consulate

Family visa Up to 12 months

Working visa
Up to 2 years for foreigners having 
work permits

Investment
visa

Up to 5 years for investors having 
obtained the Enterprise Registration 
Certificate and the Investment 
Registration Certificate.

8.2.
Work Permits

Decree 152/2020/ND-CP (Decree 152) that took effect from 15
February 2021 also has significant changes related to work
permits for foreigners.

Foreigners working in Vietnam must obtain a work permit from
the competent authority. Various exceptions apply to this
general requirement, including where a person is:

‣ An equity member or owner of an LLC with a capital
contribution value of at least 3 billion dongs;

‣ A member of the board of management of a JSC with a
capital contribution value of at least 3 billion dongs;

‣ Intra-company transferee of enterprise operating in 11
sectors under WTO Commitment of Vietnam;

‣ Managers, CEO, specialist, engineering entering Vietnam in
order to work for less than 30 days and not exceeding 3
times per year;

‣ A chief of a representative office, a project of an
international organization or a non-governmental experts
organization in Vietnam;
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‣ Entering Vietnam for a period of less than three months to
offer services;

‣ Entering Vietnam for a period of less than three months to
handle a technical or technological situation arising and
affecting or threatening to affect production and businesses
in Vietnam and that Vietnamese and foreign experts
currently in Vietnam cannot handle;

‣ A foreign lawyer who has been licensed to practice law in
Vietnam; and

‣ Others under the regulations.

Investment Guidelines 2021 | IDVN Lawyers
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DISPUTERESOLUTION

9.1.
Forums

Several forums are available for resolution of disputes
involving foreign investors:
‣ Vietnamese courts;
‣ Vietnamese arbitration institution (e.g. VIAC);
‣ Foreign arbitration institution (e.g. SIAC);
‣ International arbitration institution (e.g. UNCITRAL).

Vietnam is a signatory of the 1958 New York Convention on the
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards. Accordingly, local
courts will, in principle, recognize and enforce a foreign
arbitral award in accordance with the terms of the convention.

9.2.
Refusals

The competent people’s court may refuse the recognition and
enforcement of a foreign arbitral award on the following
grounds:
‣ Incapacity of the parties to the arbitration agreement;
‣ Invalidity of the arbitration agreement;
‣ Lack of notice regarding the appointment of the arbitrator(s)

and procedures for processing the disputes;
‣ Arbitrator acting in excess of authority;
‣ Arbitral process not consistent with arbitration agreement;
‣ Award not yet binding;
‣ Award set aside;
‣ Dispute shall not be settled in accordance with arbitral

procedures under Vietnamese law;
‣ The recognition and enforcement of such foreign arbitral

award is contrary to the basic principles of Vietnamese law.
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